Inventory of William Stubbes at July 1630
The heading uses the patriotic heading; all the good and chattels of William
Stubbes of Watchfield in the County of Berks …. in the fifth year of the reign of our
sovereign lord Charles of England (Charles I became King in 1625)
The Inventory was put together by Edward Fairthorne, Thomas Jenner,
Thomas Gearing and Edward Stubbes – as followeth:-

In the Bed Chamber.
Items include: blankets, pair of shoes, bolster, pillows, towels, two little stools, pair of
gridirons, pair of bellows.
In the Inner Chamber

Items include: one old bedstead,

In the Chamber above the Entry
Items include: One bedstead, bolster, pillows.

In the Chamber above the Parlor
Items include: a barrel

In the Hall

Items include: One table board & frame, one piece of iron tack, a pair of bellows.

In the Buttery

Items include: two pewter candlesticks, plates, a flagon, dripping pans

In the Entry between the Hall & the Buttery

Items include: three brass kettles, one brass pot, one brass ladle

In the Parlor
Items include: one table board, one little chair table, two other chairs, a cupboard, one
pair of pot hooks.

In the Pantry

Bread cutter, a mill, little barrels

In the higher Chamber

Items include: one old bedstead

In the Chamber above the Dining Chamber
Items include: some particular cut of bacon

In the old Kitchen
Items include: a Stool

In the Mill House
Items include: an old bedstead, a flatbed, a feather pillow, pigs & a sow, what’s
growing in the ground.

Inventory for Hester Stubbes May 1639
The heading is local in nature; the goods, chattels and debts of Hester Stubbes, late
of Watchfield in the County of Berks, Widow deceased, taken and passed the 21st May
1639 by Thomas Jenner and William Blagrave.

In the Hall
Items include iron parts mainly to do with cooking and fire: iron grate, pair of
bellows, a table and pair of tongs.

In the Parlor

Items include: a table, table cloths, three chairs, four stools.

In the Buttery

Items include: a bread cutter, some cups, plates

In the --- within the Hall

Items include: a border bedstead, a bolster, three Kettles, one pot of brass, two skillets

In the little room at the Stairs Head
Items include: one bedstead, 1 feather bed, a bolster, blankets.

In the Dining room and room within it
Items include: part of a bedstead, a rope.

In the Bedchamber

Items include: Ready money in her purse, a feather bead and bolster, a cabinet full of
boxes, 13 pieces of pewter, wearing apparel, some gold & silver in a box.

In the old room within the Bedchamber

Clothing, a bedstead, two saddle shoes for women, a fire shovel, a looking glass, a
power glass & frame to it, one chair, 1 stool.

